
“Wild Space”
A Star Wars Comic

By Jim
 

Page One, Four Panels
 
1. BLACK PANEL. Only the lettering.
 
CAP.1: “Wild Space”
 
2. WIDE-SHOT: A BULK FREIGHTER, the ASH RABBIT, races ahead of an INTERDICTOR-
CLASS CRUISER, the PORTCULLIS. In the background, an IMPERIAL-CLASS STAR 
DESTROYER, the REVENANT, is trying to cut the Ash Rabbit off. The Revenant is far away, it’s 
starboard side facing the oncoming Ash Rabbit. 
 
IMPERIAL TRANSMISSION (O.P): Unidentified freighter, this is the Star Destroyer Revenant - 
you have been detained while trying to enter a restricted area.
 
IMPERIAL TRANSMISSION (O.P): Shut down your engines and prepare to be boarded.
 
CAP.1: The Telranian Expanse - On the edge of Wild Space
 
3. BLACK PANEL. Only the lettering.
 
CAP.1: A Star Wars Comic.
 
4. CLOSE ON: A SULLUSTAN, RAD RODAN, and a DUROS, MAGRATAN ELIB, sit in the 
cockpit. Rodan is in the pilot’s seat with Elib in the co-pilot. Rodan is pulling up on the stick. Elib 
is flipping switches above his head. 
 
RODAN: Blast!
 
ELIB: Why is everything terrible?
 
CAP.1: Rad Rodan - Pilot. Daredevil. Chronic underthinker.
 
CAP.2: Magratan Elib - Astrogator. Genius. Chronic overthinker. 



Page Two, Four Panels
 
1. Rodan is standing now - he’s flipping switches above him in the cockpit. Elib buries his face in 
his hands.
 
RODAN: I can figure this out.
 
ELIB: Yes, please keep flipping switches and yelling.
 
RODAN: When you’re on the cusp of greatness, Mag, things tend to work out. Don’t worry.
 
ELIB: You’re right. I should have jumped past worry and gone straight to panic and mortal terror.
 
2. INSIDE THE PANEL TILTS AT AN ANGLE AS IF THE SHIP IS TURNING: Rodan is running 
out the cockpit door. Elib is manipulating switches on the console.
 
ELIB: That Interdictor ripped us right out of my elegantly plotted course.
 
ELIB: They’re close to a tractor beam lock.
 
RODAN: I’m gonna try and coax some more power out of the sub-lights.
 
ELIB: Have fun. I’ll be here.
 
ELIB: Screaming.
 
3. SAME PANEL: Except Rodan is yelling from off-panel.
 
RODAN: Your people were great hyperspace explorers, Mag. Remember that —
 
RODAN: We’re doing something great. Something that beings across the galaxy will talk about 
for millennia. 

ELIB/ RODAN (The dialogue balloon blends into Rodan’s line): Nobody has charted Wild Space 
before. 
 
4. PULL BACK: The Ash Rabbit cuts away from the Revenant across a wide starscape. The 
Portcullis follows.
 
ELIB(O.P): At this rate, neither will we.



Page Three, Five Panels
 
1. CUT TO: Rodan back in the cockpit door. Elib looks back at him.
 
RODAN: Deflector power rerouted.
 
RODAN: Just got to get out of the Interdictors gravity field.
 
ELIB: You have to wonder how the Empire manages to insert itself into every situation...
 
ELIB: I plot a course through the most remote, desolate part of space, and the Empire is having 
a Morellian picnic out here.
 
2. Rodan hops in the pilot’s seat. Elib raises a single finger as if making a point. 
 
RODAN: Well, we’re going to the one place the Empire can’t reach. 
 
ELIB: If we survive.
 
RODAN: If we survive.
 
3. CUT TO: Space. The Ash Rabbit shoots upwards away from the two Imperial ships.
 
4. CUT BACK TO THE COCKPIT AT AN ANGLE: Both Rad and Elib are pressed back in their 
seats. 
 
ELIB: Wait.
 
ELIB: Can you reroute all the power back to comms, specifically the sub-channel for data link-
ups?
 
RODAN: I just…

RODAN: Blast, Mag.
 
ELIB: Genius does not wait.
 
5. CUT TO: The Revenant’s docking bay. TIE fighters are dropping out into space. The Ash 
Rabbit is a speck in the distance. 
 
RODAN (O.P): Picking up fighters on our sensors.
 
 



Page Four, Five Panels
 
1. CUT TO: The cockpit. Elib is working his console frantically.
 
ELIB: Swing the ship around and bring us as close as you can to that Star Destroyer without 
getting caught in the tractor beam.
 
RODAN: Why?
 
ELIB: I need to maximize the signal.
 
RODAN: Are you going to try and slice into an Imperial Star Destroyer? Can you do that?
 
ELIB: I could slice into a bantha and make it speak binary if it only had an access port.
 
2. CUT TO: The Ash Rabbit punching through a TIE fighter swarm - green laser fire scours the 
space around the freighter.
 
SFX (TIE): Harrr
 
SFX(Laser fire): Bew Bew Bew
 
ELIB (O.P): You just avoid getting us killed.
 
3. CUT TO: The cockpit, but a REVERSE VIEW PAST RODAN’S AND ELIB’S HEAD: They can 
see the two Imperial capital ships closing in.
 
RODAN: I’ve never minded the idea the idea of dying, but let’s not do it here.
 
RODAN: You ready?
 
ELIB: I’m terrified of dying at all times.
 
ELIB: But yes.
 
4. Elib is punching buttons on the console with one hand and manipulating a datapad with the 
other. Rodan is concentrated on the piloting.
 
ELIB: Transmitting.
 
ELIB: Prepping possible jumps into hyperspace.

5. CUT TO: The TIE’s close on the Ash Rabbit’s tail - green energy striking out at the freighter 
against the massive backdrop of the Star Destroyer.
 
SFX(TIE FIGHTER): Harrrr
 
SFX(LASER FIRE): Choo Choo Choo



Page Five, Six Panels
 
1. CUT TO: One of the laser blasts grazes the Ash Rabbit on the starboard side. Sparks and 
smoke sizzle out.
 
SFX (Explosion): BOOM.
 
2. CUT TO THE COCKPIT: Rodan looks surprised. Elib continues to stare down at his datapad.
 
RODAN: They caught the starboard engine with that. She won’t be good for much longer.
 
RODAN: I can work with it, but you have to be fast.
 
ELIB: Each word you utter sets me back 125 milliseconds.
 
3. CUT TO: The Ash Rabbit trailing smoke and skirting just above the Star Destroyer.
 
RODAN (O.P): Tractor beam pretty much has us, Mag.
 
4. CUT TO: The cockpit. Elib finishing up on the datapad.
 
ELIB: No, it doesn’t.
 
5. PULL BACK: The Ash Rabbit pulling away from the Revenant and Portcullis. The TIE’s are 
still chasing. The Imperial ships are close to each other.
 
ELIB(O.P): I sliced into their systems. Specifically the ones controlling the tractor beam...
 
6. SAME PANEL: The two capital ships broadside each other. The TIEs begin to turn back.
 
SFX (Distance, Collision): Krunch. Skreee.
 
ELIB (O.P): “... and changed their target. I compensated for mass.



Page Six, Six Panels
 
1. CUT TO: The cockpit. Rodan is hugging Elib. Elib is patting his back.
 
RODAN: You are a genius, buddy.
 
ELIB: I know. It isn’t always a burden. 
 
2. Rodan pulls away and takes the stick again.
 
RODAN: We lost a lot of power. I can probably fix it, but not before we get out of here.
 
ELIB: Yes, it seems like we will be making our first jump blind.
 
ELIB: No difference from before really. 
 
3. CUT TO: Outside the ship. There’s a vast, unknown starscape before them.
 
ELIB (O.P): It’s very odd to think that one moment we are here and death, in the form of an 
unmapped star or planetary body, is light years away.
 
ELIB(O.P): And we only have to engage the hyperdrive to meet it.
 
4. CUT TO: The cockpit, BEHIND RODAN AND ELIB LOOKING OUT THROUGH THE 
COCKPIT VIEWPORT. Rodan looks at Elib.
 
RODAN: We have to take that chance.
 
RODAN: Otherwise, we’ll never get anywhere. 
 
5. Elib looks at Rodan. It’s a quiet moment.

ELIB: Hmm.

ELIB: The course, as it were, is ready.
 
6. The same shot, except now the view screen turn the bright, swirling blue of starlines.
 
ELIB: Punch it.
 
CAP.1: End. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 


